Recovery Manager
for Exchange
Discover, compare and export Microsoft Exchange messages

Email is increasingly targeted for
electronic discovery investigations,
which can take hours, days or even
weeks of your valuable time. Stakes
are high, with organizations and
executives mandated to produce
electronic evidence quickly or face
hefty fines. At the same time, end users
are demanding that organizations
provide message-level data recovery
services that have previously only been
available to VIPs using time-consuming
brick-level backups. To ensure
your organization can meet these
requirements and expectations, email
discovery and recovery operations must
be fast and efficient.

Recovery Manager for Exchange makes
discovering and exporting businesscritical email data fast and easy—and it
does not require a dedicated recovery
server. From a single console, you can
find and retrieve message-level data
from multiple sources in minutes. You
can find exactly what you need with
intelligent search based on sender,
recipient, date, attachment type,
subject, message keyword, attachment
keyword, or even advanced pattern
searching and other custom queries.
You can also compare the contents
of an online mailbox with a backup
mailbox to identify any differences.
After the search, Recovery Manager can
export the results in a variety of formats
to facilitate email discovery requests.

“Trying to restore
mailboxes from the
Exchange server was
something we dreaded—it
sometimes took a week.
With Recovery Manager
for Exchange, it took 90
percent less time.”
Linda Thacker, systems network
engineer, Joint Forces Staff College,
U.S. National Defense University

Benefits:
•

•
•

•
•

•

Recovery Manager can search and recover Exchange data, including messages,
mailboxes, attachments and public folders, from online and a variety of offline
backup sources.

Streamlines searches by using a
single console to find and retrieve
data from multiple sources,
including live Exchange
Preserves company knowledge that
might be needed for investigations
Leverages investments in existing
backup technology with support for
the most common backup media
and software—while eliminating the
need for a dedicated recovery server
Improves SLAs by providing granular,
message-level data recovery
Improves productivity by
automating Exchange discovery
and recovery tasks
Improves security with reporting that
shows all searches performed and
messages retrieved

Features
System requirements
Operating systems:
Computer must run one of the
following operating systems (32bit or 64-bit edition):
Windows Server 2012/2012 R2
Microsoft Windows 8/8.1
Microsoft Windows 7, and with
SP1
Microsoft Windows Server 2008
R2, or with SP1
Microsoft Windows Server 2008
SP1 or SP2
Microsoft Windows Vista with
Service Pack 2
Microsoft Windows Server 2003
with Service Pack 2
Microsoft Windows XP with
Service Pack 3 (32-bit edition
only)
Platform:
1.4 GHz or higher Intel Pentiumcompatible CPU
Memory:
512 MB (or more recommended)
See more requirements for
additional software at www.
software.dell.com/products/
recovery-manager-forexchange

Federated search—Search multiple email
data sources simultaneously—all from a
single interface. Recovery Manager for
Exchange covers a wealth of sources,
including Office 365, production
mailboxes (including archived
mailboxes), public folders, personal
folders (.pst), offline Exchange database
files (.edb), Archive Manager from Dell,
and backups, including VSS snapshots.
Multiple export options—Export search
results in .pst, .eml, .msg or .txt formats,
or to an Exchange online mailbox,
archived mailbox, public folder, Office
365, or Archive Manager. Recovery
Manager’s powerful export capability
simplifies the process of collecting email
data for e-discovery requests.
Intelligent search—Search number
patterns or keywords with an Outlooklike search. Recovery Manager for
Exchange enables you to search in the
message body, ID, headers, message
classes, categories, deleted items,
conversation threads, and attachment
type and content. You can then
expand your search results to include
all messages with the same sender,
all messages with the same or similar
subject, or all related messages.

Direct access to tape—Enjoy direct
access to the most common tape
format backups, including MTF
(Microsoft Tape Format) created with
Symantec Backup Exec or Windows
NT Backup; Open Tape Format (OTF)
backups created with EMC NetWorker;
and Tape Archive (TAR) backups created
with Symantec NetBackup.
Task automation—Automate and
schedule searching and exporting
of email data. Recovery Manager’s
Task Wizard provides centralized
management and monitoring of
automated tasks. To further automate
critical tasks, you can use PowerShell to
script additional recovery options that
will speed up the process of cataloging,
restoring, searching and exporting.
Reporting—Get reports containing
details on searches performed,
messages restored and tasks completed.
Recovery Manager’s comprehensive
reporting helps improve overall security.
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Comparison of source and target
folders—Compare contents in selected
source and target containers (storages,
mailboxes or folders) and use the results
to selectively restore data from the
source to the target.
Support for backup software—Find and
retrieve data across native Microsoft
backups and most major third-party
backup software, including NetVault
Backup and NetVault FastRecover
from Dell, EMC NetWorker, IBM Tivoli,
Microsoft Data Protection Manager, and
Symantec Backup Exec and NetBackup.
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